Receptor for Advanced Glycation Endproducts (RAGE), a transmembrane, multi-ligand, pattern recognition receptor, has been implicated in a range of inflammatory disease including diabetes, cancers, and cardiovascular disease (CVD) \[[@pone.0162120.ref001]\]. In addition to the full length receptor, soluble form of RAGE (sRAGE) has been shown to prevent the development of numerous pathologic states, and therefore highlights RAGE as an attractive therapeutic target \[[@pone.0162120.ref002]--[@pone.0162120.ref007]\]. sRAGE lacks the trans-membrane domain and is secreted to the extracellular milieu \[[@pone.0162120.ref006]\]. RAGE and sRAGE share the entire extracellular portion encompassing the V, C1 and C2 immunoglobulin-like domains ([Fig 1](#pone.0162120.g001){ref-type="fig"}). This feature renders sRAGE to function as a decoy that binds ligands and reduces the inflammatory signaling capacity of its membrane-bound counterpart \[[@pone.0162120.ref005], [@pone.0162120.ref007]\]. The importance of sRAGE is underscored by clinical cohort studies showing that serum sRAGE levels are correlated with clinical disease states including CVD, diabetes, cancer and various inflammatory disease states \[[@pone.0162120.ref006], [@pone.0162120.ref008]\].

![Proposed model of regulation and function of mouse specific cleavage-resistant RAGE Splice Variant mRAGEv4.\
RAGE is composed of the ectodomain (ECD)(three Ig domains: V, C1, and C2), juxtra-membrane region including ADAM motif, transmembrane domain, and intracellular domain (ICD). V and C1 domains carry a positive charge, in contrast to the C2 domain, which is negatively charged. Most ligands bind to the V domain of RAGE. RAGE can form soluble RAGE (sRAGE) by two possible mechanisms: the alternative splicing of the transmembrane domain (hRAGEv1, mRAGEv1, mRAGEv3) or the proteolytic cleavage from the cell surface (mRAGE-FL). Either in the baseline (constitutive response) or in the presence of stimuli, ADAM10 will be activated. This cleaves RAGE at the juxtamembrane region, releasing the RAGE ectodomain (ECD), which stimulates or inhibits endosomal signaling and various cellular responses (cell migration, adhesion, etc). The data about mouse-specific mRAGEv4 splice variant presented by Lin's and Raucci's group in this article suggests that the peptide motif recognized by ADAM10, which lacks in mRAGEv4, not only renders cleavage of mRAGE-FL by sheddases, but also directs the intracellular cellular trafficking of the full-length receptor.](pone.0162120.g001){#pone.0162120.g001}

Endogenous sRAGE isoforms have been identified in human and mouse serum which are generated through two distinct biological mechanisms ([Fig 1](#pone.0162120.g001){ref-type="fig"}). First, the alternative splicing of the transmembrane region of RAGE leading to a secreted isoform (endogenous sRAGE (esRAGE)) in both humans (variant 1 isoform) and mice (variant 1 and 3 isoforms). Second, the cleavage of extracellular domain (ectodomain or ECD) at the cell surface by ectodomain shedding. RAGE shedding is dependent on sheddases ADAM 10 and/or MMP-9 and can be induced with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) and calcium ionophores, in a PKCα/β1 dependent manner \[[@pone.0162120.ref009]--[@pone.0162120.ref012]\]. Shedding-generated sRAGE (cleaved RAGE (cRAGE)) and esRAGE share the V/C1/C2 domains and presumably bind to the same ligands; the latter has a longer C-terminal sequence due to an alternative splicing-generated translational frame. It is unclear whether the two forms of sRAGE serve different functions in vivo. Ectodomain shedding of cell surface receptors can affect a number of processes such as the loss of cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions, the productions of a soluble ectodomain that acts as a agonist/antagonist for the cell surface protein and the release of the intercellular domain (ICD) of the receptor to induce cell signaling \[[@pone.0162120.ref013], [@pone.0162120.ref014]\].

Two articles in PLOS ONE by Lin's and Raucci's groups \[[@pone.0162120.ref015], [@pone.0162120.ref016]\] independently characterized the mouse-specific mRAGEv4 splice variant protein (mRAGE-v4), which is conserved in rodents but absent in primates and lacks 9 amino acids between the transmembrane and the Ig domains by alternative splicing of exon 9. **First**, RNA-Seq data confirm that mRAGEv4 is the most abundant RAGE mRNA isoform after full-length RAGE (mRAGE-FL) in mouse lung, while in heart all RAGE variants are almost undetectable. The proteins mRAGEv4 and mRAGE-FL are roughly equally abundant in mouse lung. This is consistent with the profiling of murine alternative splices performed by Hudson and colleagues \[[@pone.0162120.ref017]\]. **Second**, mRAGEv4 is resistant to constitutive shedding, in comparison to canonical full length mRAGE-FL. Lin's group proved it by showing time-dependent constitutive shedding-generated sRAGE detected by immunoprecipitation and ELISA in the cell culture medium from A549 cells transfected with mRAGE-FL, but not with mRAGEv4 during 16 h cycloheximide chase. Raucci and colleagues showed that mRAGEv4 lacks the peptide motif recognized by both ADAM10 and MMP9, in particular, ADAM10. Of note, soluble RAGE isolated from murine lung ends at the C-terminus with Glu 328 \[[@pone.0162120.ref018]\], suggesting that in mice RAGE shedding predominantly via ADAM10, since the C-terminus produced by MMP9 proteolysis should end with Gly329. To support this, they found that the chemical ADAM10 inhibitor GI254023X or ADAM10 deficiency inhibits constitutive or stimulant (e.g. phorbol myristate acetate (PMA))-induced ectodomain shedding of mRAGE-FL, but not mRAGEv4 in rat alveolar type 1 like R3/1 cells and MEFs. **Third,** one of the striking features of mRAGEv4 is its exclusive localization to the plasma membrane. Consistent with previous reports \[[@pone.0162120.ref019]--[@pone.0162120.ref021]\], mRAGE-FL is not only localized at the plasma membrane, but also at the early and late endosome while mRAGEv4 is localized at the plasma membrane only. Furthermore, Lin and colleagues showed that after serum starvation, the majority of mRAGE-FL is localized at the lysosome, whereas mRAGEv4, in stark contrast, remains localized at the plasma membrane. This finding suggests that the 9-residue structural element which lacks in mRAGEv4 is not only required for cleavage of mRAGE-FL by sheddases, but also for the intracellular cellular trafficking of the full-length receptor. **Fourth**, there are splicing regulatory elements in the exon-intron structure of the mouse RAGE (Ager) gene, which are conserved in rat, but not in human and other primates. Thus, it may regulate the alternative splicing of the exon 9, resulting in mouse specific mRAGEv4.

The studies raised important questions about the regulation and functional role of mRAGEv4. **First**, impaired ectodomain shedding of mRAGEv4 may affect RAGE signaling, since the ectodomain cleavage of adhesion molecules has been shown to regulate not only their membrane expression but also cell migration, adhesion and activation \[[@pone.0162120.ref013], [@pone.0162120.ref014]\]. Indeed, Hudson and colleagues most recently showed that ectodomain shedding of RAGE is not only required for production of the soluble ECD to act as a decoy to inhibit RAGE signaling, but also required for gamma secretase-mediated release and subsequent processing of its intercellular domain (ICD), which contributes to RAGE-mediated cell migration and adhesion\[[@pone.0162120.ref022]\]. **Second**, although previous study was unable to detect sRAGE in murine serum using ELISA, Lin and colleagues showed that circulating murine sRAGE levels (\~1000 pg/ml) appear to be higher than that of average normal human adults (range 500 to 900 pg/ml)\[[@pone.0162120.ref023]\]. Although the reason for this discrepancy is not clear, it may at least be due to differences in sRAGE measurement, mouse strain, gender, and age used in their studies. **Third**, impaired internalization of mRAGEv4 in the baseline and in response to stimulant may affect inflammatory signaling. Indeed, previous studies showed that the full-length RAGE is internalized to the endosome upon binding of pathogen DNA, whereby it dimerizes with Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9) and mediates inflammatory signaling \[[@pone.0162120.ref020], [@pone.0162120.ref021]\] \[[@pone.0162120.ref024]\].

The data about mouse-specific mRAGEv4 splice variant presented by Lin's and Raucci's groups suggest that the peptide motif recognized by both ADAM10 and MMP9, which lacks in mRAGEv4, not only renders cleavage of mRAGEFL by sheddases, but also directs the intracellular cellular trafficking of the full-length receptor ([Fig 1](#pone.0162120.g001){ref-type="fig"}). There are many unanswered questions. What is the underlying molecular mechanism that regulates the differential cellular trafficking pattern of the two isoreceptors (i.e. mRAGE-FL and mRAGE-V4)? Does deletion of nine residues within the C2 ectodomain influence the overall folding of RAGE and hence affect its cellular behaviors? What is roles of mRAGE-FL and mRAGE-V4 in physiological and pathological status? What is the evolutionary and functional meaning of the variation in RAGE alternative splicing between rodents and humans? Addressing these questions will be essential to our understanding of the mechanism of inflammatory responses in which RAGE plays an essential role.
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